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 CAPITAL AND INTEREST ONCE MORE: II. A

 RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY.

 I

 PROFESSOR CLARK develops an explanation of interest
 which seems to me to turn once more into the paths of
 a genuine theory of productivity; that is, a theory which
 finds the effective and adequate explanation of interest
 in a productive power belonging to capital as such. Pro-
 fessor Seager seems to me to have followed him.' I say
 "it seems to me so," for both clearly express themselves
 in this way; yet both give intimations of another mode of
 looking at the subject, to which in due time I shall give
 attention.

 The main elements of the explanation which Professor
 Clark gives of the origin of interest seem to me to be the
 following.

 The generic feature of his theory of distribution is the
 proposition that in a static state of society, in which all
 values, wages and interest attain their normal level,
 each factor or agent of production brings to its owner as
 much income as it has turned out in way of product.
 "Products and shares coincide."

 The productive agents, according to Clark, are three,

 2For example, Professor Clark says (p. 135), with the emphasis of italics,
 "the power of capital to create product is the basis of interest," and he thinks it
 superfluous to justify interest on the ground of "economic merit" (p. 134). Pro-
 fessor Seager (pp. 276, 277) expressly entitles the theory set forth by himself the
 "productivity theory." He points out that the characteristic earmark of his
 theory, as opposed to mine, is that the surplus which goes to the capitalist as in-
 terest for repaying all his outlays "is ascribed without any attempt at analysis to
 the productiveness of capital goods." But see below, pp. 249, 275.
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 248 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 labor, capital (with which Clark classes land also), and

 the function of the entrepreneur, which branches off from

 labor. Corresponding to these three agents are wages,
 interest, and profit. And the general proposition stated

 in the preceding paragraph takes this more concrete form:
 "Free competition tends to give to labor what labor

 creates, to capitalists what capital creates, and to entre-
 preneurs what the coordinating function creates." 1

 These agents usually co-operate in production towards a

 joint result. But this does not prevent us from marking
 off the contribution which each separately makes. The

 study of distribution resolves itself into an analysis of
 this problem; that is, into a study of "specific production."
 "It is an analysis of the wealth-creating operation, and
 a tracing to each of the three agencies that together bring
 wealth into existence, of the- part which it separately con-

 tributes to the joint result." 2 As an instrument for this
 analysis, the theory of imputation serves,-a theory which
 Professor Clark handles on the same principles which the
 Austrian economists have followed on similar subjects.3

 The drift of it is that we must ascertain how much of the
 product would be lost, or how much would be gained,

 according as the factor in question, or one unit of such
 factor, is absent or present.4 I will not enter on any
 prolonged exposition of this topic, since it is familiar to

 every one conversant with modern economic theory,
 and since I am in entire accord on it with Professor
 Clark. It leads to the conclusion that the increase
 in product due to the last unit of any factor in produc-

 1 Page 3. 2 Ibid.

 3 Professor Clark uses the expression economic causation (p. 323). Sometimes
 he speaks of the shares which are "attributable" or "imputable" to each agent,
 "can be traced" or "are due" to it.

 4For instance, (p. 178), "The effective value of any unit of labor is always what
 the whole society with all its capital produces, minus what it would produce if
 that unit were to be taken away."
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 249

 tion-the final increment-is the measure of what is to
 be ascribed to each unit. Specific productivity is final
 productivity.

 This general theory of imputation Professor Clark ap-

 plies to capital. It is characteristic that he believes it
 possible, on this principle alone, to solve the problem of
 capital directly and exhaustively, without recourse to any
 notions about abstinence 1 or any other theories, such as
 mine on the influence of the varying length of the produc-
 tive period. The single premise that capital is productive,
 and is limited in amount, suffices to give a direct and com-
 plete explanation of the fact that capital yields a net return
 of a specific amount which accrues to its owner as interest.
 In all this I find the characteristic traits of a true theory

 of productivity.2
 This theory seems to me to fail at the same point and

 on the same grounds as others of the same sort. It makes
 a logical slip in order to find in the productivity of capital
 the cause of true interest. It operates with sound prin-
 ciples of imputation; but at the critical point it passes
 by, in silence, one link in the theory of imputation, and
 precisely that link at which the real problem of interest
 emerges and ought to be solved.

 1 I shall say something later of the not entirely consistent position of Professor
 Clark on this subject of abstinence. See p. 275.

 2 On this point I am in accord with Professor Seager, who expressly entitles
 Professor Clark's theory and his own a productivity theory. I take it I am also
 in accord with Professor Clark himself, who refers to the close resemblance of his
 own theory to Thfinen's theory of productivity (see p. 321, ff, note). For myself,
 I think it has closer resemblance to Wieser's theory, which also belongs to the
 productivity group. I still believe that the productivity and abstinence theories
 are different, and therein differ with Professor Cassel, who is disposed to obliterate
 the boundaries between the two. Whoever follows clearly and consistently the
 reasoning of these theories-which Professor Cassel, to be sure, does not seem to
 do-will hardly find it possible to regard them as belonging together as two forms
 of the same train of thought, or as indicating the play of demand and supply on
 the same phenomenon. On the contrary, .he will soon reach a point where the
 further prosecution of the one principle excludes the consideration of the other.
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 250 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 II.

 It is not easy to select from the remarkably homogene-

 ous fabric of Clark's theory of distribution separate pas-
 sages as those most significant of his mode of reasoning.
 I believe, however, that I may refer to two, which are

 developed as two parts of Chapter XII., entitled "Final
 Productivity the Regulator of both Wages and Interest."
 In the first part, the principle of imputation is used nega-

 tively to prove that the whole product which arises from

 the co-operation of labor and capital is not to be ascribed
 to labor or to accrue to the laborer as wages. In the

 second, it is used positively to show that capital gets a
 net yield, which is the fruit of its final productivity.

 The negative proof had already been intimated in earlier

 passages in the book. Professor Clark there pointed to the

 all-important distinction between the whole product of
 industry and the whole product of labor. It is clear, he
 says, that "the whole product of industry does not go to
 the worker." For "industry involves the co-operation of

 labor and capital." The men who furnish lands, tools,
 building materials, receive a share of the entire joint
 product of labor and capital. As the whole product of

 labor we are to understand the part of this total that is

 attributable to labor itself. It is not only possible, but
 under complete competition it is certain that this part
 will go to the laborer as wages.1

 It is superfluous to inquire whether Professor Clark,

 in these preliminary remarks, wishes merely to bring his
 proposition to the reader's notice or whether he believes

 he is adding something towards its proof. For in any
 case he has undertaken the proof of the proposition in
 much clearer terms and with an effort at mathematical

 exactness, in another place, the first half of Chapter XII.

 I Pages 82, 83.
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 251

 Here Professor Clark assumes that in an isolated soci-

 ety there are one thousand laborers, and that at their

 disposal stand "a hundred million dollars' worth of capi-

 tal" (let the reader note the precise words). He sets

 forth (and we should all agree with him) that in conse-

 quence of the "rich environment that these conditions

 afford "-they mean a capital of $100,000 per head-the

 product of these thousand laborers per capita will be

 enormous. Every laborer will have at his command, in
 extravagant amount, the best and most effective materials

 and machines. Suppose now an additional thousand

 laborers, capital remaining the same. Each laborer will

 now have at his command a capital of $50,000 instead of

 $100,000. This capital will have to take the form of in-
 struments which are on the average cheaper and less

 effective than those which represent a capital of $100,000

 per head. Consequently, the output per man will be less
 than before. So far still we are completely in agreement
 with Professor Clark.

 He proceeds then to an observation equally acute and

 pertinent, and again to be fully agreed to. How much

 of the product, he asks, is to be ascribed to this second
 thousand laborers? The whole of the lessened output

 per man, or everything which "this increment creates by

 the aid of the capital that the earlier division of workers
 has surrendered to it"? Certainly not. Only so much

 as "its presence adds to the product previously created."
 And here it must be remembered that because of its
 presence a "minus quantity" arises. The presence of

 the second thousand of laborers having diminished the
 endowment of capital from $100,000 to $50,000 per head,

 the first thousand laborers now operate with less aid

 from capital, and therefore with a lessened output. And

 this diminution in output must be made good out of the
 increased output of the whole two thousand before we
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 252 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 can ascertain the amount which the presence of the

 second thousand adds. The amount really due to the

 additional laborers is, therefore, less than the product

 which the second thousand turn out with the aid of capi-

 tal. In other words, we impute to the second thousand

 less than the total product which they turn out with the

 aid of capital. But on the principle of final productivity,

 the increment due to the last unit determines how much

 is to be ascribed to each unit. It follows that the whole

 of the product turned out by laborers with the aid of capi-

 tal is not ascribable to the laborers alone. Professor Clark

 illustrates this train of thought with a diagram which I

 may assume to be familiar to the readers of this Journal.!
 I now ask whether all this reasoning, in which each step

 has my complete approval, really serves to prove that

 which it is meant to prove; namely, that the whole product

 of labor and capital is not to be ascribed to labor alone.
 I answer, no. So far as the reasoning concerns the rela-

 tion of labor to what Clark calls artificial capital (that is,

 to intermediate products which arise from previous labor),
 it overlooks the main element of the problem and owes its

 plausibility to an ambiguity arising from that ominous

 notion of " true capital." The germ of this ambiguity

 appears in the very first words in Professor Clark's ex-

 ample. He says "give to this isolated community a
 hundred million dollars' worth of capital." This expres-

 sion is obviously, and probably intentionally, derived from

 the vocabulary which Professor Clark uses for his true

 capital. But what actual state of affairs does he assume?

 What persons and what concrete factors in production

 does this isolated community contain? Does he wish to

 assume that, in addition to the first or second thousand

 of laborers, this community already possesses some avail-

 able capital goods in the form of buildings, materials

 I Page 182 and the passage in the text beginning at the bottom of p. 181.
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 253

 tools of the value of one hundred million dollars, such as,
 of course, must have been produced by previous labor?

 If this be the actual state of affairs, then we need not
 retract by one iota our acceptance of the several items

 in Clark's reasoning. But then it is also clear that the
 legitimate conclusion from these several items signifies

 nothing for the proposition which Clark derives from them.
 The output from this combination of productive factors
 is a gross product arising from the co-operation of current

 labor and of capital goods made by previous labor. It is
 clear as noonday that this gross product is not to be
 ascribed to current labor alone. The fish caught by a
 fisherman with the aid of boat, tackle, and nets, is not
 produced by the fisherman alone. Something is to be

 ascribed to the co-operating capital goods. But it is not
 less clear that, when we separate the product of past and
 of previous labor, we do not in the least touch the real
 problem as to the shares of labor and capital. That prob-
 lem begins to arise when we inquire further as to that
 peculiar element which appears in the very first partition
 between the fisherman and the capital goods which he
 uses. Here already we have to ask how much is to be

 ascribed to the labor of those whose previous exertions

 brought into existence the boat, the tackle, and the net.
 Obviously, the catch of fish is partly due to their labor. It
 is clear, moreover, that their claim arises from the conse-
 quences which ensue from the presence or co-operation

 of the capital goods which they produce. Finally, there-
 is the crucial question whether the share in the product
 ascribed approximately to the presence of capital goods
 completely exhausts, their claim, whether or no the

 entire contribution which results from the presence of a
 capital good is to be regarded as the product of the pre-
 vious labor which has created that good.

 This crucial problem'Clark's reasoning does not touch
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 254 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 or even approach. If he regards the endowment of capital
 at the disposal of the first or second thousand of laborers

 as consisting of completed capital goods, produced by pre-
 vious labor, then the total output consists in part of the
 fruit of this earlier capital-making labor. In order to
 state the case in such way as to make it plain that the

 whole product was not ascribable to labor, the output

 should not have- been compared with a part only of the
 labor concerned. Professor Clark should have inquired

 as to the whole of the labor, including that which made
 the capital. After ascertaining what was ascribable to
 this previous labor, he should have inquired whether the
 rest of the output coincided with the product of current
 labor. This important question is passed by, and the

 conclusion is a simple non sequitur. It is inadmissible to
 conduct the suit against current labor only, whose claims

 to the total output can be refuted with ease, and then to

 deliver judgment against previous labor also, whose weighty
 claims have not been considered at all.'

 There is, however, another way of interpreting Professor
 Clark. Perhaps he holds to his distinction between true
 capital and capital goods, and would say that his assump-
 tion of "a hundred million dollars' worth of capital" does
 not mean the existence of capital goods having this value.

 Then I must ask, What in the world does it mean? Are
 we to assume that the thousand laborers are on hand,

 and not to assume that there are also materials and tools,
 already produced? What, then, is the tangible meaning

 II will not accuse Professor Clark of having entirely overlooked the necessity
 of distinguishing what part of the gross product is due to previous labor. But he
 makes it quite impossible for us to judge whether he has considered it at all, still
 more whether he has considered it sufficiently. Taking his language literally, one
 does not see that he has paid any attention whatever to this point. If he has
 really had it in mind, it has been in a manner not subject to our control. It would
 be superfluous to criticise in advance every conceivable interpretation of Professor
 Clark's meaning, when it is so inadequately expressed. 1 content myself with
 pointing out that the steps in his reasoning which he has developed with clearness
 permit no legitimate conclusion in favor of the proposition which he has laid down.
 Compare what follows in the text, and the note, p. 256.
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 255

 of the phrase, "give to this isolated community a hundred
 million dollars' worth of capital"? I will make no guess
 as to what Professor Clark may then have meant. I
 should find it difficult to make a guess, and in any case
 believe it to be useless to trouble the reader with discus-
 sions of assumptions and explanations, as to which Pro-
 fessor Clark might say in the next number of this .Journal
 that they were not at all his own.'

 I content myself with pointing out that a supply of

 true capital, which is not a supply of available capital
 goods, is pure necromancy. I fear very much that here

 *and elsewhere, at decisive points, the Clarkian logic rests
 upon no more stable foundation than a quibble as to the

 magical qualities of true capital. He loves to sow with
 capital goods and to reap for true capital. Capital, as he

 operates with it, has a Janus face. When the question is,
 -what does an endowment of capital produce? we have the

 familiar features of capital goods, -machines, tools, build-
 ings. Their presence, unquestionably, causes the output

 to be greater by an amount which is not to be ascribed to
 the current labor which uses these capital goods. But

 when the question arises, to whom is this part of the out-

 put, not the result of current labor, to be ascribed? we are
 no longer shown these labor-made capital goods. The

 method of imputation is not invoked to show how much

 of the total output is due to capital goods, whether the
 whole or part. Clark's diagram has no line which indi-

 cates the product or portion of product due to capital
 goods, nor a line which indicates the previous labor that

 created these capital goods. At this point in his demon-

 stration the other side of the Janus head only is to be seen.

 - I It is not to be forgotten that Professor Clark has said repeatedly, and with
 emphasis, that his true capital exists only so long as it is incorporated in capital

 goods, and has taken the form of materials, tools, merchandise, and the like. See
 Ih book, pp. 119, 259, and compare my previous paper in this Journal for No-
 -vember, 1906, pp. 11, 12.
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 256 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 Besides the current labor of the first or second thousand

 workmen, the only thing that is visible is an endowment
 of " true capital," which is not to be confounded (Heaven

 forbid!) with concrete capital goods. Any share not

 ascribable to current labor is then ascribed, once and for
 all, to true capital as the only other factor present. Then
 it is supposed to follow that it is ascribable to no kind of

 labor. The previous labor which produced the capital

 goods has disappeared with the capital goods, thus leav-
 ing no trace behind. "True capital," which alone remains
 in sight, suggests no question as to previous labor.

 Thus Professor Clark deceives himself and us with
 semi-mathematical reasoning and carefully drawn dia-
 grams, and lays down a conclusion which he has never
 really proved, and whose basis he has withdrawn from

 our scrutiny through a dialectic ambiguity. The assump-
 tions as to the cause and size of the output are so stated

 that they suppose the existence of capital goods, and
 therefore imply previous labor that has made these capital

 goods. The assumptions as to the imputation of the out-
 put are so stated that capital goods and previous labor

 are ruled out. In the output there are fruits to which
 previous labor has claims, and the examination of those

 claims is the central point of the whole problem of labor
 and capital. In Professor Clark's exposition these claims
 are set aside under the pretext that, beside current labor,
 there is nothing but true capital."

 Incidentally, it may be remarked that this fallacy in

 II state my criticism in somewhat general terms, because Professor Clark
 does not accurately specify what he means by output. It does not appear whether
 that which Professor Clark puts before us as output includes the whole yield of
 the co-operating capital goods or only a part of that yield, with possible deduc-
 tions or some sort of precise reckoning. It is certain, however, that the output
 contains at least some things to which current labor has no claim. The question
 arises as to what claim previous labor may have, and that question is left untouched
 by Professor Clark. This logical error remains in essentials the same, whether it
 is committed with reference to the whole of the unexamined portion or, as is more
 probable, with reference to only a part of it.
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 257

 Professor Clark's reasoning has nothing to do with another

 train of reasoning, which bears on an entirely different
 aspect of the question and which Professor Clark presents
 satisfactorily. That is the question whether, in conse-
 quence of the law of diminishing returns on land, the co-
 operationi of labor with natural powers assumes some

 degree of scarcity in the latter; in which case the whole
 product is not to be ascribed to labor alone.' Since land
 and natural agents are not produced by labor, the crucial
 question cannot here arise as to the share of previous labor.
 That question can arise only with what Clark calls "arti-

 ficial capital." Professor Clark applies the term " capital"
 to land also. But this, of course, does not justify him
 in applying conclusions which are valid as regards land to

 other goods (instruments made by man) as to which the
 fundamental conditions are different. This fundamental

 difference seems to me a strong ground for distinguish-
 ing in our terminology between land and intermediate
 products.2

 III.

 Let us turn now to the second, positive part of the
 reasoning. Shall we find here a different and more suc-

 cessful analysis of the great problem?
 Professor Clark, in developing the "law of interest,"

 uses the same diagram which he before used as to wages,
 only he now gives his graphic symbols the reverse mean-
 ing: "Let the labor," he says, "be the element that is

 unchanged in amount, and let capital be the one that is

 supplied in a succession of increments. AB is now the
 product gained by using one increment of capital in con-

 I See p. 163.

 2My views as to the differences between natural agents and capital I have
 stated in my Capi"a and Interest, p. 340, ff., English edition, and in my Positive
 Theory of Capital, pp. 95, 354, ff., English edition.
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 258 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 section with the whole working force. A' B' is the addi--

 tional product that is created by a second increment of

 capital. A" B" is the product of the third increment, and

 DC is the amount produced by the last. This amount,

 DC, fixes the rate of interest. No one of the series of units

 of capital can secure for its owner more than the last one

 produces. If the owner of the first increment asks more

 than this for the use of it, the entrepreneur will relinquish

 this bit of capital and will put the last unit in its place.

 What he will lose, in the way of product, is measured by
 the amount DC, the direct product of the final increment

 of capital. This expresses the effective product of every

 increment, since it is the amount that would be lost if

 any one of the series were withdrawn." 1
 In this exposition the reader will note a circumstance

 which is not explicitly stated, but is none the less clearly

 implied. That product which arises from an additional

 increment of capital and is ascribable to it is not what is

 elsewhere called the gross product, but is only that

 portion by which the gross product exceeds what is neces-

 sary to replace the capital used up. In other words, it is

 what Clark calls "net product." This is clearly to be in-

 ferred from the fact that in his diagram Clark regards as
 identical amounts the product of the last increment of

 capital and that which this increment receives in the

 way of interest,-i.e., net income,-a conception which ap-
 pears in express terms in many other passages.3 The

 remainder of what is produced thru the co-operation of

 capital goods, such as instruments and materials, is not

 explicitly accounted for, either in the text or in the dia-

 gram.4 We must infer that Professor Clark tacitly

 I Page 182.

 2 See pp. 270, 271. But on p. 347 this expression is used in a different sense.

 3 Page 202, for example.

 4 That Professor Clark disregards separate entrepreneurs' profits is doubtless
 due to his assumption that, in a static state, "normal" (cost) prices are net profit
 prices.
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 259

 credits this remainder to labor; for the whole product is

 apportioned once for all between labor and capital. I
 An attentive consideration will show that this mode of

 treating the subject still throws not a particle of light on
 the real problem of interest. To solve that problem, it

 must be shown why there is a net product ascribable to
 capital. Net product is, so to speak, a distillate. To
 explain a distillate, the process of distillation must be ex-
 plained. But Professor Clark gives his explanation by
 assuming the existence of the final distillate. On the one

 hand, he assumes the appearance of successive increments
 of capital goods. By some process of distillation, which
 is not explained to us, these are already free from all ad-

 mixture of the previous labor which unquestionably is
 incorporated in real capital goods. On the other hand,

 he assumes the appearance of successive yields, which
 again are clear net income, completely free from that wear
 and tear which is an inseparable consequence of the use
 of real capital goods. He might be expected to use the
 method of imputation in order to explain the existence of

 any net income, i.e. any excess of the total product arising
 from the co-operation of productive instruments over and

 above the inevitable wear and tear. In fact, he entirely
 conceals from view his mode of reasoning. What he
 presents is the pure assumption that every increment of
 distilled true capital somehow brings an increment of dis-
 tilled net income, a product over and above the wear and
 tear. This assumption being made, it only remains to
 consider which of several possible net incomes is to be
 regarded as the last, and so ascribable to any one increment

 of true capital. Hence, in the diagram the line A' B'
 determines interest if there are only two units of capital,

 1This appears unmistakably in the diagram on p. 201, and in such expressions
 as this on p. 200: "AEDC will be the total amount of interest, and EBC will be a
 surplus; but it will be a surplus that is causally attributable to labor, and to labor
 only."
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 260 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

 the line CB if there are six units of capital. The crucial
 question is whether there is any net income at all, any-
 thing in the nature of a marginal addition to product,
 ascribable to capital; and that question is already disposed

 of in the assumption. In the same manner one might
 infer from the circumstance that white balls are drawn

 out of an urn the conclusion that none other than white
 balls had been put into it.

 The fact is that Professor Clark assumes, at the outset,

 a net yield of capital, and so fails to consider the question
 which is decisive as to the origin of capital. Suppose a

 capital of $1,000,000, consisting of a factory and raw ma-
 terials, and suppose a staff of workmen employed in con-
 nection with it. Unquestionably, this capital has to do

 not only with that portion of product (say $40,000) which
 the owner gets in the way of interest, but with the further
 product of $1,000,000 which sooner or later goes to the
 owner to compensate him for the consumption of raw
 materials and the eventual wearing out of the plant.
 Suppose this capital suddenly destroyed. It is certain
 that there would be a loss, not only of the annual interest
 of $40,000, but of the further sum of $1,000,000, which
 otherwise would have been produced and would offset the
 wearing out of the capital goods. It follows that, on the
 very principles of imputation set up by Professor Clark,

 the whole gross product is to be ascribed to the capital

 goods. He himself repeatedly says that normally every
 instrument " creates " and " earns " a product large enough

 to replace itself and in addition to yield a dividend to the
 owner. Then the whole gross product which is " created "

 or "harvested" by such instruments must be ascribed to
 them. The second question next arises, why this gross

 yield should contain anything over and above the value
 of the capital goods consumed or destroyed. Let the
 process of imputation be carried further, and applied to
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 261

 each and every fundamental factor; and consider whether in

 the end there will be a net product to be imputed specifi-

 cally to capital. It need not be said that this second ques-

 tion presents the real problem of interest, the really difficult

 and disputable problem. This problem is, so to speak,

 the defile thru which every one must pass who under-

 takes to follow interest to its source.

 On the other hand, we must ask, how can there be a gap

 between the value of that capital itself and the value

 of the product imputed to it, if the gross yield of capital

 goods is ascribed to theni as their product? As we have

 seen, Professor Clark intimates that the "effective value"
 of a unit of labor is that which is to be ascribed to it as

 product.1 The same principle must be followed for the
 other factors of production, capital goods included.2

 Suppose, now, there is ascribed to a group of capital goods,
 which "creates" a specific product and is worn out in the

 course of this creation, precisely as much in value as the
 created product amounts to in value. In that case

 would not the replacement of the capital, its wear and
 tear, exhaust the imputed gross product, and leave no net

 product and no interest? This is the difficulty which

 productivity theories must face, and which I will not ex-

 plain more in detail, since I have already done so else-

 where. Essentially, it is the same point to which Profes-

 sor Fetter has lately called attention in his clear and acute

 exposition of the same problem.3

 On the other hand, a question may be asked which

 1 See pp. 270, 271, 272.

 2 Professor Seager expressly says in his Introduction to Economics (p. 95), "The
 value of each group of factors is derived from that of the consumable goods which
 it is helping to produce."

 3 Fetter, Principles of Economics, p. 148. Fetter notes that future yields enter
 into the value of productive goods for a less amount than they will have as "actual"

 yields, and says that this is the "crucial point" in the theory of interest. He
 holds that the productivity theories "beg the question involved." Compare my
 Capital and Interest, Book LI.
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 leads to the central problem of interest from another

 direction. If a given product is made by a group of in-

 struments and materials, this group is not an original fact

 or of production, but has itself been brought into existence

 by labor. On the principles of imputation, must not

 everything which arises from a capital good be imputed

 to labor, as "caused" by it? This is the question which

 the socialists have asked of those maintaining a produc-

 tivity theory.' That same question I have myself ad-

 dressed, though not in the precise form in which the

 socialists put it, to those maintaining sundry current

 theories of interest!

 Whoever wishes to solve the problem of interest must
 give a distinct answer to these questions, and, first of all,

 he must formulate them clearly. Professor Clark simply

 evades them. His mode of stating and discussing the

 problem simply avoids the critical defile. His failure to

 enter it is due to that deceptive phantasm of his, per-
 manent true capital, which is supposed to be distinguish-

 able from capital goods.
 In the course of one of those rhetorical passages to which

 Professor Clark is wont to turn with characteristic and in
 this case with suspicious serenity, he remarks that the

 problem of interest has to do only with true capital, and
 not with capital goods. Interest is said to be a percentage,

 a fraction of itself, yielded by capital. Now a building oi
 a machine does not literally yield each year a twentieth

 (say) of itself.3 This is supposed to be sufficient ground

 for the conclusion that interest is yielded, not by capital

 1 The original factors of production I hold to be, not labor alone, but labor
 and natural forces. See my Positive Theory, English edition, p. 95. But for the
 purposes of the present discussion we may disregard natural forces if we assume
 that capital goods are created by labor operating.with free natural forces on the
 margin. See my Capital and Interest, p. 340.

 2 Especially the productivity and abstinence theories. Compare my Capital
 and Interest, p. 278; also Recent Literature on Interest, p. 27.

 Clark, p. 123.
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 goods, but only by true capital, by the permanent fund
 of value! Capital goods yield rent, but never "interest."
 To be sure, interest and rent are essentially the same in-
 come, only described in different ways, expressed in dif-
 ferent forms. Interest, however, is the fundamental
 phenomenon: "fundamentally interest governs rent." 1

 It is true that Professor Clark finds himself compelled to

 admit it as inevitable that "both capital and capital
 goods should be subjects of economic study," since both
 give rise to problems in need of solution. Again, he says
 that "studies of capital proper should be confirmed at

 every point by parallel studies of capital goods." 2 To
 be consistent, he should then have explained the problem
 of rent in connection with capital goods. But he does
 not do so. When he speaks of the facts which connect

 themselves with the net product from capital goods,-when
 he discusses gross product and net product, gross earnings
 and net earnings, gross rent and net rent, wear and tear,

 and sinking funds,3-he simply assumes the existence of
 such a thing as net rent. He does not endeavor to ex-
 plain why there should be anything left after wear and
 tear had been deducted from gross rent, presumably be-
 cause he conceives interest to be the fundamental phe-
 nomenon, and the explanation of this belongs-to the theory
 of true capital.

 When it comes to interest, however, which his rhetorical
 artifice has transferred to the theory of true capital, the
 essential point of the problem is passed by. The pretext
 for this is found in the interesting attributes which Pro-
 fessor Clark has imagined for permanent true capital.

 Whereas capital goods are necessarily worn out and de-
 stroyed, permanent abiding capital may not be normally
 worn out or destroyed.4 It operates without wear and

 I See Clark, pp. 123-25.

 2 Ibid., pp. 122, 334. 3 Ibid., pp. 270, 335. 'Ibid., p. 117.
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 tear, without deduction from its gross yield. Hence no
 problem can arise of a difference between gross and net

 product, nor any need of elucidating the relation between

 the two. Whatever permanent capital creates is from

 the outset endowed with the property of being a completed

 net product. In this fashion the first of the troublesome

 questions which present themselves at the defile of the
 interest problem, and which has caused others so much

 concern, is quietly put aside.'
 But the second question also is evaded by this slippery

 creation, true capital. He who attacks the problem with

 reference to capital goods, and asks, "how much of the
 joint product which the fisherman has caught with his ca-
 noe and fishing tackle is due to the man and how much is

 due to his implements?" must be prepared to face the

 next question, " is the canoe a gift of heaven, or is it not

 also made by the labor of man,-of the fisherman himself
 or of some other man?" So put, the question resolves

 itself into this: "How much of the joint product is to be
 ascribed to the labor of the fisherman, how much to the
 labor of him who made the canoe, and is all of it due to

 labor of some sort?" "True capital" dodges this ques-

 tion. True capital is something different from concrete
 capital goods. That the canoe is made by labor cannot

 possibly be denied. But the true capital of the fisherman,
 even though it consists of these capital goods made by
 labor, is yet something different. No hammer or saw has

 worked at it. It has been produced by no laborer, and so

 no question can arise as to what is due to this laborer or

 is to be imputed to himi.
 Having thus provided that whatever is to be imputed to

 capital must be, ipso facto, a net product, and not to be

 I In the direct imputation of net products I find that close resemblance be-

 tween -Professor Clark's theory and Professor Wieser's to which I have already
 referred. See Wieser's Natural Value, English edition, pp. 124-133. Compare
 also my Recent Literature on Interest, p. 98.
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 imputed to any labor, Clark's only remaining problem
 is to show that something is to be ascribed to capital
 in production. Here, again, he resorts to the qualities

 with which he has endowed his true capital. That same

 double-faced Janus aspect is shown to us. First, as we
 have seen,' the capital goods are put before us,-tools,

 machines, materials, automatic implements, and electric
 motors. This makes it indubitable that a real product

 arises from their use. A moment afterwards the tangible
 qualities of these capital foods disappear, and the hob-
 goblin of true capital presents himself, and claims as his

 share-he being now the only claimant in addition to
 current labor-whatever part of the output cannot be
 due to this current labor.

 Such are the dangerous services rendered to Professor

 Clark by his favorite creation. I call them dangerous,
 because they give him a dialectic pretext for a failure
 even to state the questions whose consideration is essen-

 tial for the problem in hand. He satisfies himself with a
 mode of treatment which affects to be consistent, but which,
 at the decisive point, is not held together by connected
 reasoning or facts, but by an ambiguous phrase. The
 lack of consecutiveness in his logic is simply covered up
 by this unhappy device.

 INT.

 There are certain other passages, however, in Profes-

 sor Clark's book which may be designed to supplement
 his theory of interest and which must also be considered.
 These are the passages in which Professor Clark ascribes

 to true capital, as distinct from capital goods, the func-
 tion of removing time intervals, of "synchronizing" labor
 and its fruits. In my judgment, these are the very pas-

 See above, p. 255.
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 sages in which Professor Clark wanders most dangerously
 far from the truth.

 Professor Clark sets forth that, in a society which has

 not yet supplied true capital, "labor and time are the only

 absolute requisites of production."1 Indeed, labor is
 the only requisite.2 But, when those advantages are

 secured which arise from roundabout methods of pro-

 duction, labor must first be given to making tools or capi-
 tal goods. The laborer must, then, wait a certain time
 for the enjoyable products which are made with the aid

 of these capital goods. "Capital goods imply waiting

 for the fruits of labor."3

 But the situation is different in a society which has true

 capital. Professor Clark designates the several phases of
 production by the letters A, A', A", A"', A"" indicating,

 for example, sheep in a pasture, wool, cloth, completed

 clothing. The reader will recall the reasoning of these
 passages. When once the series of successive commodities
 is made up, the completed commodities satisfy the wants of

 society, but others in the next preceding stage are steadily

 advancing toward completion, and the whole series is
 constantly kept intact.4

 Now the outcome of this, in Professor Clark's view, is
 that in a society thus organized and equipped no one has
 to wait for the results of production. The laborer who

 to-day is working at the raw material, say wool, none the
 less receives on the same day the completed product,-a

 coat. "On the ranches of Montana cattle are breeding,

 among the forests of Pennsylvania hides are tanning, in
 the mills of Brockton shoes are finishing; and, if the series

 of goods in all stages of advancement is only kept intact,
 the cow-boy may have to-day the shoes that he virtually

 I Page 308, ff.

 I "The thing that is ultimately essential for production is labor" (p. 310.)

 3 Page 311. 4 Pages 315-318 and papaim.
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 creates by his efforts." All this is achieved by true capi-
 tal. "It is the means of avoiding all waiting. It is the
 remover of time intervals-the absolute synchronizer of
 labor and its fruits." Professor Clark never tires of re-

 peating this thought. "True capital keeps the men from
 waiting" (p. 318). It brings "the instantaneous appear-

 ance of the final fruits of every bit of labor that is put
 forth " (p. 311). " Time intervals do not figure." - " Out of
 every day's labor will come in their completed shapes the
 consumer's goods.... The work and the outcoming of the

 *goods are synchronous. This synchronization-this bring-
 ing together in time of work of every kind, and the com-
 plete ripening of its virtual product-is the function of

 what we have termed capital, in distinction from capital
 goods." "If industry were conducted on such a plan that
 the work that to-day begins to fashion a bit of raw material
 had no influence in causing a finished article at otce to
 emerge at the other end of the line of operations, then
 also we should have to wait. As it is, we wait not at all....
 Our plan of working enables the labor that is done on a
 raw article to cause a finished one to come into our posses-
 sion."

 If I understand everything which is here implied, tho
 not expressly stated, this remarkable theory contains an
 important attempt to close a gap in the theory of interest.
 If it be sound, it explains and justifies Professor Clark's
 failure even to state those questions which others of us
 find crucial for the problem. As I have just said, Professor
 Clark does not touch the question why the product im-
 putable to a given capital good is not to be ascribed to the
 previous labor which created that good. If so imputable,
 the whole product of capital would be identical with its
 wear and- tear, and no net product of capital would remain.
 But according to the reasoning now under consideration
 no question of wear and tear can arise, nor any need of
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 considering the previous labor. The completed good,
 At" (a coat), is declared by Clark to be the product of the

 labor of to-day. It is in no sense the product of those

 laborers who fashioned, months or years ago, the raw

 material A or of their successors who carried it thru
 the various phases of production. It is the product of that

 laborer who to-day is making the new material A and of

 those other laborers who are to-day working at the various

 phases A', A', A"'. If it be scientific truth that the

 completed product A""-the coat-is the fruit of labor
 exerted to-day, then no question of wear and tear can

 arise in connection with cost of production, no question as
 to the relation of product to previous labor, nor any of those
 problems which others have thought difficult in the theory
 of interest.'

 II it be scientific truth! But it is obviously not truth.
 Is the coat which the tailor delivers to me to-day fashioned
 with the co-operation of a shepherd who is to-day driving
 sheep to pasture, of a spinner who to-day is spinning yarn,

 of a weaver who to-day is weaving cloth on his loom?
 The undeniable fact is that my coat has been fashioned
 with the co-operation of the shepherd of a past period.

 He alone supplies the wool for my coat; so of the spinner,
 the weaver, and the like. Society does not enjoy, in the

 shape of completed coats, the product of the laborer who

 is now tending sheep. Society must wait as many days,
 months, or years as are inevitable in the processes of pro-

 duction which transform the raw material, wool, into the
 completed coat.

 Professor Clark could not completely overlook that his
 proposition is not in accord with obvious facts. He re-

 1 I suspect this mode of presenting the problem explains Professor Clark's
 procedure when he endows with a capital of 100 millions his 1,000 or 2,000 laborers,
 (See above, p. 251.) It will be remembered that Professor Clark speaks as if these
 1,000' or 2,000 laborers alone took part in production, and as if there were no pre-
 vious labor connected with the 100 millions of capital.
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 sorts to a distinction between what is "literally" and
 "virtually" true. This turn of phrase appears time
 and again.' Not "literally," but "virtually," to-day's
 completed goods are to be regarded as the product of
 to-day's labor carried on in its various phases. The
 identity of the particular pieces is supposed to be imma-
 terial, provided they are of the same sort. "The identity
 of the tree that we burn is of no consequence.... It is,
 in practice, immaterial to us whether we consume one thing
 or another that is exactly like it." 2 "Surrender of
 identity" is the key by which labor exerted to-day brings
 enjoyable results on this very day. And so the planting
 of the sapling is supposed to yield fire-wood to-day. Else-
 where Professor Clark illustrates this proposition by
 referring to a reservoir into which the water flows at one
 end, and turns at the other end a mill wheel; and he tells
 us to "forget all about the identity."

 I would point out, in the first place, that Professor
 Clark himself explains that we must here sacrifice a frac-
 tion of complete reality,-a fraction which, to be sure, he
 regards as insignificant. The situation is not exactly
 as Professor Clark states it. It is so only to all intents and
 purposes. In other words, the doctrine rests by his own
 confession on a fiction, it lacks something of literal truth;
 namely, as to the identity of the things just begun and the
 things completed. We shall see presently that more than
 this is lacking. Oddly enough, Professor Clark believes
 he can get at the truth more accurately by departing from
 it than by keeping to it literally. It is not capital goods,
 involving periods of production and waiting, that lead to
 the right understanding of capital and interest, but true
 capital that does this, with its power of eliminating periods

 "Only on very rare occasions does Professor Clark expressly say that his "vir-
 tually" holds good only "in a figurative sense."

 2 Page 314. 3 Page. 315 compare p. 132.
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 of production and synchronizing labor and its fruits. Th6
 edifice of truth, he thinks, must rest on a basis of fiction.

 I, for my part, believe that truth can never be built up on
 such a basis. Science should seek to understand and set

 forth what really is. How can one expect to get an accu-
 rate statement of reality if one begins by retouching reality,

 by erasing some traits which in fact are present and putting
 in others which in fact are absent? Even if a given cir-
 cumstance seem not material, science dare not say of a
 fictitious assumption, this is fact.

 But even the slightest departure from fact is never quite
 immaterial. Tho no difference appears in the first stages,

 one will appear in the second or third or tenth. In the
 present case we need not go far. The difference-appears
 on the very instant of submitting the Clarkian doctrine

 to a practical test. Suppose there is a strike among the
 laborers at that stage where the raw material -A is produced.
 If it were scientific truth-literally or even virtually-

 that the output of finished goods A"' is due to the con-
 temporaneous labor at the stages A', A", A"', then the

 stoppage of work at A would at once affect the output at
 A"'. In fact, it would obviously do nothing of the kind.
 The stoppage would affect the output of finished goods

 only at a later period, depending upon- the length of the
 whole period of production.'

 But I surmise at once what reply would be made.
 Strikes are interruptions of existing conditions. In such
 "dynamic" cases Professor Clark expressly admits that
 things are otherwise. In dynamic cases we have to do
 with capital goods, with periods of production and waiting.

 1This difference appears drastically with regard to another illustration used by
 Clark, that of a forest with a twenty-year period of growth. It is clear as noonday
 that a cessation of planting would not lessen the timber-cut of the same year,
 but would only affect the number of trees available twenty years later. Professor
 Fetter remarks in his Principles (p. 229), distinctly in contradiction to Professor
 Clark, "Wage payment is a form of credit to the laborer whose labor has not Vet
 produced the distant gratification.""
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 The proposition as to the synchronizing effect of true

 capital holds good only in static conditions, where, by
 supposition, disturbing causes do not appear.

 Everyone must feel that something is wrong in this rea-

 soning. It is only needful to make clear just wherein it
 fails. It fails simply because there are never two different
 truths, but always one truth. What is true must be true

 dynamically as well as statically. On this point I may
 cite with satisfaction Professor Clark himself. The rela-
 tion between static and dynamic theory is set forth by him
 in admirable passages, which I reckon among the many
 merits of his work. He defends the scientific value of the

 static hypotheses and of static results. It is true that the

 static state is imaginary. All concrete societies are dyna-
 mic. "Yet this does not invalidate the conclusions of a

 static theory; for static laws are, nevertheless, real laws."
 The forces which operate in a dynamic state "still operate in

 the changing world of reality." "We study them separately

 in order that we may understand one part of what goes on

 in dynamic society." The difference is simply that in the
 latter still other forces appear. The static hypothesis

 differs from reality merely in that these other forces are
 provisionally disregarded. So far as the static forces

 continue to work in the dynamic world, static laws hold

 good. "Not one jot nor one tittle shall fall from the law
 of natural values, or from that of natural rates of wages,
 interest, and profits." "One can hardly assert too em-
 phatically the dominance of the static forces in real and

 dynamic societies." '
 I accede to all this, but it leaves no place for any double

 truth. A static truth cannot fail under dynamic condi-
 tions or vice versa. Not only this, but Professor Clark's

 own mode of procedure illustrates the singleness of truth.
 Throughout his exposition of a static theory he uses the

 t Pages 29, 31, 67, 72.
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 dynamic experiment as a means of discovering, proving,

 and verifying his static laws. His whole system rests on
 the principle of final utility and final productivity, and on

 the difference between absolute productivity and final or

 specific productivity. How, for example, does he prove
 his thesis that only the product of a final unit of labor is

 ascribable to the workman? He can do so only by an
 experimental test, by introducing a dynamic change in the
 static conditions. He inquires what would happen if
 one laborer were taken away or if another laborer were

 added. "What we may call," he says, "the absolute
 productivity of a particular man is measured by the im--
 portance of the particular work that he is doing. Let the
 man desert his place, leaving undone the work that he has
 heretofore done, and the loss that the establishment will
 thereby sustain measures the man's absolute productivity.

 What we have called a man's effective productivity is,
 then, measured by the loss that his employer suffers when

 the man departs, and when the employer rearranges his
 force so that the more necessary kinds of work are still done.
 The employer will put B into A's place, C into B's place,
 etc.; and the only work that goes undone is of the kind
 that is least necessary." This imaginary dynamic ex-

 periment he believes to prove, with justice, that even in
 the static state imputed product and remuneration are
 determined by effective productivity, and that the test of
 imputation is not to be found in absolute productivity.
 Professor Clark is fully conscious that he applies and must

 apply dynamic changes as means for ascertaining static
 truth. So much he tells his readers repeatedly (thus on
 pp. 178, 275, 371).

 To all this, however, he shuts his eyes as soon as that
 favorite creation of his, true capital, appears on the scene.
 In general, he handles his principle of imputation by apply-
 ing the test of loss or gain in output, according as a given
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 factor is present or absent. But here he imputes com-
 pleted commodities At" not to earlier labor, but to con-
 temporaneous labor, altho it is obvious that the presence
 or absence of laborers at stage A would affect not the pres-
 ent output at A"', but only a future output at A"'.

 With this confusion in regard to the time at which labor
 of different stages brings results, we find in Clark still
 another confusion or deviation from the truth; namely,
 in regard to the quantity of product which is to be imputed
 to labor. If he would compare the output of finished

 commodities with the labor which in fact produces them,
 he would see that the cessation of the series of successive

 activities would necessarily entail the disappearance of the

 entire output. Consider again the sort of case assumed
 by Professor Clark: four stages in production, indicated

 by A, AA', A" A"', standing for raw material, and A"'
 for the consumable product. Assume, to avoid complica-
 tions, that all this occurs on no-rent land and with so little

 use of fixed capital that this factor may be left out of ac-
 count. Suppose now that at each stage just that quantity

 of labor ceases which was necessary for producing 100
 pieces of the finished commodity A"'. Suppose, first,

 that the needed quota of laborers at A stop work; then,
 just at the moment when their raw material would have

 been passed on to the laborers at A', the corresponding

 quota at this stage drop their tools; and so on, until the
 laborers at A"' quit just at the moment when the nearly

 finished products would have been turned over to them.
 In other words, precisely that labor ceases at each stage

 which otherwise would have taken its part in the produc-
 tion of 100 pieces of A"'. Now apply the test of imputa-
 tion. What decline in output results from the taking away

 of these several stages of labor? Obviously, the cessation
 would cause the disappearance of the whole 100 pieces of

 A"'. Not 50 or 80 of A"' would fall out, but the
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 whole 100. For each intermediate product A or A',
 which is lost, a corresponding A"' is lost. The existence
 or non-existence of the whole 100 pieces rests on the exer-

 tion or non-exertion of the whole labor series. Therefore,
 the whole product A"' is to be imputed, on Professor

 Clark's principles, to this series. If, on the other hand,
 Professor Clark really holds to his thesis as to synchroniz-

 ing labor and its fruits, he would have to impute to that,

 contemporary labor which he puts in place of previous

 labor just so many pieces of the completed product,-

 other pieces, to be sure, but just as many. He would have
 to say that the total of contemporary labor contributes at

 once its due share of the finished commodities. Then he

 must ascribe the total output A"' to this series of laborers,

 and to them only. But he does nothing of the kind. As.
 if it were a matter of course, he cuts off something from

 the share imputable to these laborers. Their remunera-

 tion does not exhaust the entire output. Something is

 left over, which he then ascribes to his "true capital" as,

 its, net product.

 It is obvious that this diminution, this emergence of a.
 return to capital, is the very heart of the problem of in-

 terest. Professor Clark does not inquire how this diminu-
 tion comes to pass, as to either kind of labor series. He

 does not do so as to the true series, that of laborers suc-

 ceeding each other in time, because of his failure to see that.

 this is the proper series. He does not do so as to his false
 series, that of contemporaneous laborers, simply because
 here no such inquiry can possibly be made. How can you

 apply any test as to the contribution of a given kind of
 labor to a particular output,-whether it contributes the

 whole or a part only,-when, in fact, it adds nothing at all
 to that output?

 Professor Clark thinks he departs from reality only in
 an immaterial detail. But under cover of his first depart-
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 ure he proceeds to a second departure which evades pre-
 cisely that element of difference to which all the difficulties
 of the problem attach. First, he contrasts with labor
 not the original pieces produced, but other pieces; next
 he contrasts with labor not the original quantities pro-

 duced, but other quantities. Here, again, I find the same
 fatal consequences of his conception of true capital and the
 mysterious powers which he has attributed for it. His
 magical quality of synchronizing labor and product gives

 him a pretext for overlooking the kernel of the problem,
 and for contenting himself with the shallow pretence of a
 solution. He assumes tacitly what he ought to explain.

 V.

 Professor Clark's book contains, finally, another group

 of expressions which may be regarded as attempts to
 grapple with the problem of interest. But they approach

 it from an entirely different direction. They do not sup-
 port or supplement the other attempts, but cross them.
 To these I alluded in a previous passage, when I remarked
 that Professor Clark and Professor Seager also use, not only

 expressions which belong to the productivity theories, but
 also expressions which indicate quite a different point of
 view. They belong, to put it briefly, to the abstinence

 theory.'
 Professor Clark says, in one passage, "Some part of the

 output of every kind of goods is traceable to capital, and
 thus to the sacrifice termed abstinence." From this it

 might be inferred that Professor Clark is disposed to enter
 upon that mode of explaining interest which we all know
 as the abstinence theory. But other expressions indicate

 that such an inference is not warranted. Thus he says

 hSee above, p. 249. 2 Page 398. The Italics are mine.
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 expressly that he does not regard it as necessary to con-
 sider abstinence an "economic merit" or to "justify in-
 terest on the ground of it"; and he adds with emphasis
 that "the power of capital to create product is the basis

 of interest."' Such utterances, taken by themselves,
 imply that Professor Clark would not use the principle of

 abstinence even for justifying interest, as distinguished
 from a theoretical explanation of its existence. But,

 further, he sets forth with great distinctness that he believes

 abstinence to have to do only with the creation of new capi-
 tal and to be wholly a "dynamic phenomenon."' His

 theory of capital is developed as to a static state, in which
 there is no abstinence.3 All this seems to me to show that
 Professor Clark is not disposed to rest the theoretic explana-
 tion of interest as a static phenomenon on the dynamic

 phenomenon of abstinence. Such an interpretation of his
 view is confirmed by his earlier unqualified polemic against
 me, in which he combated my views on the ground that

 they regarded interest as a payment for vicarious waiting.4
 Professor Clark's views are not made clearer to me

 by a passage in which he ascribes a part of the
 product to "the sacrifice termed abstinence," and cites

 with approval certain expressions of Professor Giddings.
 Professor Giddings seemed to me to find the cost of pro-
 duction of capital not in abstinence, but in the increased

 ' Pages 134, 135.

 2 Page 134. It deserves to be noted that Professor Clark rejects that later for-
 mulation of the abstinence theory, according to which there is supposed to be only
 waiting, not complete abstinence. He says in unqualified terms "Abstinence
 relinquishes an enjoysr .1t forever" (p. 134).

 a "In the static state there is no abstinence or creation of new capital." "The
 static hypothesis excludes abstinence " (p. 136). Professor Fetter's view is different
 He distinguishes between "conservative" and "cumulative" abstinence. Prin-
 ciples of Economics, p. 163.

 4"The Origin of Interest," Quarterly Journal of Economics, April, 1895, pp.
 259-261. "Interest is a static income . . . Interest is to be accounted for by a
 cause that would act in a static society. . . . Creating new capital is not a part
 of the process by which interest is secured. . . . A static condition excludes ab-
 stinence, but admits of the earning of interest."
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 A RELAPSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY THEORY 277

 irksomeness of the later and more fatiguing hours of labor.1
 But Professor Clark does not consider this topic at

 length, saying that "full study of this point would detain

 us too long." 2 I will, therefore, content myself with
 -two general remarks.- In the first place the abstinence
 theory rests on certain premises and leads to certain con-

 sequences which cannot be made consistent with Profes-

 sor Clark's theory of productivity. In the second place

 the abstinence theory itself has its critical defile, through
 which the searcher for an explanation of interest must

 pass. A simple acceptance of its fundamental notions,
 without express discussion of the difficulties which it pre-

 sents, cannot be supposed to bring us nearer to any solu-
 tion.

 VI.

 I have said much, perhaps too much, on the details of

 Professor Clark's theory. But I believe that careful and
 detailed examination is the best tribute of respect I can

 pay to my honored opponent. What now shall I say in
 conclusion as to the whole?

 I believe that Professor Clark has planted in the midst

 of rich and ingenious thoughts a fatal notion. This his
 lively imagination has pictured to him as if it had sub-
 stance and reality. In fact, it covers up an unsubstantial
 figure, an empty form of speech and thought. This notion
 infects his whole scientific system. 'Wherever it touches,

 -and unfortunately it touches almost every part of the
 system,-it dwarfs and withers.

 Thus some parts of his teaching, lying nearest to this

 notion, are simply erroneous, such as the explanation of

 interest or the theory of the annihilation of periods of

 I Quarterly Journal, July, 1889, p. 503, ff.; Januaryj 1890, 172, ff., besides 190, ff.

 2 Page 398, Distribution of Wealth.
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 production. Where he succeeds in keeping to the truth

 of actual life, he is compelled to find his way by artifices

 which sometimes run directly counter to the natural pro-

 cedure. Let moe call attention, for instance, to his excellent

 statement of the sufficiently familiar fact that a change in
 the quantitative relation of the labor and capital leads

 also to a change in the form of capital, in the kind of labor,

 and so in the whole process of production.' This is a
 matter sufficiently familiar to every one who understands
 that the use of "capital" means the application of the

 " capitalistic " method of production, and that the increase
 or decrease in the quantity of capital affects the methods

 of production. Professor Clark, however, approaches

 this subject froni the wrong point of view.2 He begins

 by assuming a given amount of capital (which he states,
 somewhat superficially, in terms of dollars), and then dis-

 covers that a change in the amount of capital leads to a
 change in its form, and that this change in form leads to a

 change in the application of labor: whereas the whole

 change begins with a different application of labor.3
 In other places Professor Clark's exposition suffers

 from insufficient development. His propositions are not
 fully explained. This arises, in part, because his peculiar

 point of view prevents him from seeing the importance of
 a full explanation. Partly it is due to the fact that a more
 detailed statement would bring out certain points at
 which the theory of true capital comes into conflict with

 established fact. This conflict is concealed by the absence

 of complete and explicit exposition. The theory of " capi-
 tal goods" st-iffers not less, even tho Professor Clark de-
 clares an exposition of this theory necessary side by side

 I See pp. 159, ff.; 170, 174, ff.; 186, if. 2137, ff.

 3 That such a method of production may begin at all, it is necessary that people
 should have subsistence (on the question which people must have subsistence, see
 my Positive Theory, pp. 319, 410, English edition). I maintain this opinion, not-
 withstanding Professor Clark's objections on p. 149. He there combats an inac-
 curate statement of a proposition which remains fundamentally true.
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 with that of "' true capital." The same essential defect
 appears in the brevity of the statement of the theory of
 value. I miss, more particularly, careful exposition as to

 the value of producers' goods and their relation to the value
 of the consumers' goods derived from them.'

 It is significant that, notwithstanding the greatest

 circumspection on the part of Professor Clark, he is unable

 at times to conceal the inconsistency between that which
 he teaches in the name of true capital and that which he

 must teach in view of obvious facts and settled principles.
 Naturally, these inconsistencies appear when he discusses
 -briefly, to be sure-capital goods, and especially the
 bearing of the principle of imputation as to capital goods
 -and true capital. For instance, Professor Clark repeatedly
 says that capital goods create and earn their gross prod-

 uct2 Now it is fundamental in his system that every
 factor of production receives that which it "creates
 that which "is due to it'" or is imputable to it. Hence
 there must be imputed to a capital good its whole gross
 yield. Nevertheless, Professor Clark says with equal dis-
 tinctness-in contradiction, not only to the truth, but to
 his own doctrines-that the "net product" of any instru-
 ment, for instance of a concrete capital good, is the only
 product that is imputable to it.'

 'Various passages in Professor Clark's book touch on the theory of value, but
 contain no consistent theory of value, touching as they do some points very fully
 and quite neglecting others. In Chapter XXIV. there are some complicated remarks
 about the ultimate unit of value. These seem to me similar to the theory of true
 capital: they afford a second example of Professor Clark's bent for artificial inter-
 pretations. Still another example of this characteristic appears in his extraordi-
 nary generalization of the principle of "rent." This leads him to the conclusion,
 among others, that the wages, even of themost common labor, are to be regarded as
 rent, arising from its superiority over absolutely useless labor. See p. 350; compare
 also 191, 349; see Professor Fetter's excellent remarks in his Principes, p. 205.

 2 Pages 270-272,335.

 Page 350. This expression is by no means a solitary one. Elsewhere also,
 see pp. 349, 351, 355, 857, 858, 861, 363. The product of a factor is identified
 with its net rent. The net rent is what is "traceable" to the factor. This thought
 is applied not only to "true capital," but in express terms to "capital goods-,"
 such as tools, instruments, ships, machines, buildings..
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 Les extremes se touchent. A greater contrast cannot be

 conceived than that between the systems of Marx and of
 Professor Clark. The main thesis of the latter is that in
 modern society, under free competition, every factor tends
 to receive what that factor has produced. Marx, on the

 contrary, teaches that the characteristic of modern society
 is the robbery, by the capitalists from the laborers, of

 part of the laborers' product. And yet Clark constantly
 reminds me of Marx and his ways. Both have high
 powers of systematic thought. Both have an overflowing
 imagination, with a tendency to mystical construction.
 In both the starting-point of the systems is found not in

 facts, but in a dialectic syllogism. Marx's syllogism, going
 back to Aristotle, finds the essence of the exchange of com-
 modities in an equation of labor quantities. Clark begins
 by assuming that permanent capital must be something
 different from the perishable capital goods. Marx strips
 commodities of every other quality, and treats them as so

 much labor jelly. Clark thinks of capital as a quantum
 of value "imputed" in material goods. He strips off
 everything which may suggest material existence, and re-
 tains only a value jelly, existing eternally, never destroyed,
 which is the true twin of Marx's labor jelly.

 Both use the utmost endeavors to -keep their systems
 free from formal inconsistencies. Hence they fail to de-
 velop certain topics which would open up such inconsis-
 tencies. Marx neglects the effect of competition on value.
 Clark passes by the theory of capital goods and the theory
 of the value of producers' goods. And yet with both the
 inherent inconsistencies in the end necessarily come to the
 surface.

 But I find points of resemblance, not only in their mode
 of thought, but also, notwithstanding divergence in the

 outcome, in the substance of their teaching. Two points
 of resemblance seem to me especially noticeable. Marx,
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 as is well known, when considering the troublesome fact
 of skilled labor, gives such labor a much higher value than

 common labor, and resorts to the dialectic explanation
 that one day of skilled labor "represents" several days
 of common labor. In precisely the same way, Professor

 Clark says that the man of the highest grade "represents
 many units of labor in the abstract." 1 Again, they

 resemble each other in their denial or misconception of the
 influence of time and of periods of production spreading

 through time. Marx ignores completely the existence of
 an interval between the exertion of labor and the emer-

 gence of an enjoyable product. He denies that the capital-
 ist "advances" wages to the laborer. Hence he concludes
 that the laborer should receive, at the very instance of

 applying his labor, precisely the quantity of enjoyable
 products which will appear in the future as the product of
 his labor. Professor Clark also teaches that production

 brings enjoyable results without an interval of time. His
 only defence against Marx's corollary is to turn to his
 true capital as a deus ex machine: this magical creature
 has imputed to it those contributions which sober logic
 would ascribe proximately to capital goods, and in the end

 to the labor which created the capital goods.2
 My criticism of the two is the same. Marx has resorted

 to empty dialectics, not to facts, as the foundation of his

 IPage 365.

 2 The points at which the two sets of doctrine meet and part company may
 also be defined thus. Both deny and try to eliminate the influence of time. Hence
 both confound the claims of the several sets of labor exerted at different times.
 But they do this from opposite directions and with opposite tendencies. Marx
 fallaciously ascribes to the labor of the present, the claims of labor of the past, in
 order that he may allot to present labor as much of present product as the earlier
 labor would be entitled to to-day, if the division of the product were not to take
 place until to-day. Clark, on the other hand, no less fallaciously ascribes to present
 labor smaller claims, corresponding to the less value which such labor undoubtedly
 has in the present, and puts this present labor in place of that of earlier date. He
 then can plausibly ascribe to labor in general a less amount of the output than in
 fact is due to it. Both are guilty of the same confusion as to two essentially differ-
 ent quantities. Marx would turn over to labor the larger amount thus falsely
 differentiated, Clark would turn over the smaller.
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 theory of distribution. Clark has resorted to no less empty

 dialectics in order to combat Marx's reasoning.
 Our science has suffered much from the sway of words

 more, perhaps, than any other science except philosophy.
 Touched by the spirit of modern science, it has begun to
 consider critically, step for step, wherein its conclusions
 rest on the basis of facts. Based as it must be partly on

 empirical psychology, partly on natural science, it en-
 deavors so to develop its doctrines that they shall never

 be left without foundation, but shall always deal with
 facts such as the sister sciences can continue to elucidate.
 But Professor Clark's true capital abides with no such

 facts. His theory of capital entices us from the sober,
 solid paths which modern science in all its branches tries

 to follow. It relapses into a mode of scientific thought
 from which we have slowly, but successfully freed ourselves.

 Hence, with every respect for the intellectual quality of

 my opponent, I must oppose his doctrines with all pos-

 sible emphasis, in order to defend a solid and natural
 theory of capital against a mythology of capital.

 E. B6HMs-BAwER.

 VMISMA.
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